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ABSTRACT 

 
Physical exercise is able to exert a diverse influence on the body through nervous and humoral 

mechanisms.  In this case, the nervous mechanism is of particular importance, since it determines the reaction 
of the whole organism and determines the behavior of a person in the process of regular exercise.  Feasible 
physical exertion can have not only a positive effect on the cardiovascular, respiratory and muscular systems.  
During these sessions, the volume of circulating blood increases, the blood circulation of the brain increases, 
the outflow of lymph and venous blood from its tissues improves, the metabolism is activated in it, and brain 
redox processes are accelerated.  In addition, exercise can improve the tone of the central nervous system and 
help restore any disturbances in its functions.  Against the background of regular performance of dosed 
physical exercises, afferent impulses arise, causing positive changes in the excitability of the cerebral cortex.  In 
this case, short and intense physical stress increases the excitability of the cortex, and prolonged muscle 
tension leads to a decrease.  In any case, the restoration of brain function, impaired by the pathological 
process, by the method of physical exercises is very effective if you use a clear system that provides for the 
conscious and active participation of the patient in the process of performing the exercises. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Ontogenesis can be accompanied at all stages by the appearance of dysfunctions and pathologies in all 
internal organs.  Their development inevitably leads to a decrease in overall viability and loss of adaptation [1-
3].  The current situation may weaken the body and lead to the emergence of a new pathology, seriously 
increasing the risk of death of the body.  To prevent the current situation, modern science has developed a 
whole arsenal of tools, a prominent place among which is occupied by options for regular and orderly 
muscular activity [4]. 

 
Physical exercise is able to exert a diverse influence on the body through nervous and humoral 

mechanisms.  Apparently the nervous mechanism is of great importance, because it determines the reaction of 
the whole organism, and determines the behavior of a person in the process of doing exercises [5].  Regular 
exercise helps to normalize the relationship between body systems [6].  In these conditions, the clarity of the 
relationship between its individual systems increases, the efficiency of various organs increases.  This allows us 
to consider the dosed muscular work as a regulator of the activity of internal organs [7,8]. 

 
Feasible physical exertion can have a positive effect on the state of the cardiovascular, respiratory and 

muscular systems.  At the same time, during these exercises, the volume of circulating blood increases, blood 
circulation in the brain increases, lymph and venous blood outflow from its tissues improves, metabolism is 
activated, redox processes are accelerated, and physical exercises are able to correct the activity of the central 
nervous system, increasing its tone.  and contributing to the restoration of any violations in its functions [9]. 

 
In this regard, the effect of physical exercise should be considered as a healing effect of an external 

stimulus acting mainly through the locomotor system, increasing the tone, which in turn affects other brain 
regions.  Increasing the tone of the cerebral cortex with a favorable effect on the nervous processes [10,11]. 

 
Regular exercise increases the effectiveness of any complex treatment [12].  Systematic performance of 

physical exercises improves proprioceptive afferentation and thereby contributes to the normalization of 
cortical activity and motor-visceral interrelations, contributes to the alignment of the ratio of the two signaling 
systems eliminating various symptoms of diseases.  In this regard, this article aims to: consider the possibility 
of regular exercise in terms of health effects on the neuro-mental processes in humans. 
 
Etiology of neurosis 
 

Neuroses are functional disorders of the central nervous system, in which there are no anatomical 
structural lesions of the nervous system, but there is a violation of its functions.  The scientific theory of the 
development of neurosis was created by I.P.  Pavlov [13].  By neurosis, he understood the chronic deviations of 
higher nervous activity from the norm, which occurred as a result of overstraining the nervous processes of 
arousal and inhibition or changes in their mobility [14]. 

 
Currently, neurosis is one of the most common type of mental disorders (anxiety, fear, phobias, 

hysterical manifestations), in the presence of somatic and autonomic disorders.  Neurotic reactions usually 
occur on relatively weak, but long-lasting stimuli, leading to constant emotional stress.  Neurosis occurs as a 
result of the cumulative effect of the hazards of mental and somatic origin, with constitutional predisposition 
on the basis of the innate weakness of the nervous system [15]. 

 
 In the development of neurosis, overwork and nervous activity are essential.  Neurosis usually occurs 

on the ground, negative emotions and experiences associated with a number of social, household and family 
relationships.  They can develop again, against the background of past diseases, injuries.  They lead to a 
decrease in the ability to work, and in some cases to its loss [16]. 
 
The main manifestations of neurosis 
 

 In neuroses, changes in higher nervous activity are expressed in a decrease in the strength of the 
nervous processes.  This occurs mainly in cases of over-voltage of one of the processes [17].  At the same time, 
weak stimuli are perceived by nerve cells as superstrong.  Nervous processes are made inert, slow-moving.  As 
a result, the foci of the inhibitory or irritable process remain in the cortex for a long time, dominating all the 
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body's activities due to the weakness of the cortical cells carrying out higher nervous activity, the cortex loses 
the function of a higher regulator over the subcortex.  Disintegration of the function of the nonspecific system 
of the brain occurs, which leads to a violation of the adaptive abilities of a person, the emergence of 
vegetative-endocrine and other disorders [18]. 

 
When neuroses often suffer the activity of the heart, blood vessels and gastrointestinal tract.  The 

patient is disturbed by heartbeat, interruptions in work of heart.  Blood pressure becomes unstable [19].  
Appetite is disturbed, there is heartburn, nausea, unstable chair.  Due to the weakening of the cortical 
processes and their mobility in patients, the change of excitation by inhibition occurs slowly.  As a result, at 
one and the same time, the cells of the cortex can be in a hindered state, or on the verge of transition from 
one state to another, or in a state of excitement.  This intermediate between wakefulness and sleep, causes a 
change in their reactivity to various stimuli [20]. 

 
 In mild cases, both strong and weak stimuli give a reaction of the same magnitude; in severe cases, 

weak stimuli can cause a more violent reaction than strong ones.  Disorders of higher nervous activity 
observed with neurosis are manifested differently depending on the type of higher nervous activity [21]. 

 
In persons with an average type (without the predominance of one or another signaling system) 

neurasthenia often develops;  in persons of an artistic type (with a predominance of the first signal system in 
the higher nervous activity) - hysteria;  in people of the mental type, with a predominance of the second 
signaling system, psychasthenia may occur [22]. 

 
Most often, neurosis occurs in individuals with a weak type of nervous processes.  Of course, they can 

develop in people with a strong manifestation of nervous processes, mostly unbalanced, in which arousal 
dominates a little over the processes of inhibition.  Less commonly, neuroses are observed in individuals with a 
strong and balanced type of higher nervous activity [23].  Such people become ill if the stimulus turns out to be 
excessively strong or their nervous system was weakened against the background of a serious illness or severe 
fatigue [24].  At the same time, it has been proven that even a very serious illness cannot cause changes 
characteristic of the neurosis.  It can only make the nervous system more vulnerable.  Especially often such 
disorders occur with the disease of the endocrine glands [25]. 
 
Influence of medical physical culture on mental processes 

 
When neurosis is noted, the depression of the psyche and lethargy under the influence of performing 

physical exercises weaken with the development of inhibition caused by increased excitability of the nervous 
system.  Under the influence of systematic training, conductive nerve pathways and peripheral receptors are 
activated [26].  Training, eliminating peripheral braking, increases efficiency.  The neuromuscular apparatus 
becomes more stable [27].  When performing physical exercises, reflex connections (cortico-muscular, cortico-
vascular, cortico-visceral, muscular-cortical) are enhanced, which contributes to a more consistent functioning 
of the main body systems.  Regular therapeutic exercises increase the lability of the nervous system [28].  
Regular training leads to a decrease in the consumption of energy substances in the central nervous system 
during the period of muscular activity, improving redox processes.  This is further promoted by the increase in 
hemoglobin and red blood cells in the blood, increased phagocytic function of blood arising under the 
influence of physical exercises [29]. 

 
Against the background of regular exercise, the coordinating activity of the nervous system is improved, 

which increases the body's adaptation to the load [30].  In the course of regular physical training, the 
processes of arousal and inhibition are balanced, which leads to the improvement of the state of all body 
systems, and first of all, the nervous system.  This is due to the fact that in their background redox processes in 
the nervous tissue are more completely proceeding.  Regular exercise leads to increased musculo-visceral-
cortical connections and contributes to a more consistent functioning of the main systems of the body [31]. 

 
 The positive emotions that arise during exercise increase the efficiency of the entire nervous system 

and the stability of its control over the internal organs [32]. 
 
 Positive emotions that are formed during physical exertion distract the patient from painful 

experiences, improve the performance of the heart, lungs and other internal organs [33].  In addition, regular 
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physical exercises have a positive effect on the human psyche, strengthen his volitional qualities and improve 
organization.  During exercise, the interaction of mental, vegetative, and kinesthetic factors is enhanced [34]. 

 
It has been observed that a verbal impact on the patient during the sessions may affect the function of 

the internal organs and the metabolism [35].  Such an impact during therapeutic physical culture can be 
considered as one of the methods of active psychotherapy [36].  In this case, physical exercise has the most 
pronounced general hygienic, fortifying and tonic effect on the patient's body, and also helps to normalize the 
vegetative functions, distract the patient's attention from his painful sensations [37-39]. 

 
 Increased afferent impulses from the proprioceptors of the musculoskeletal system during exercise in 

the central nervous system [40].  Alignment of the dynamics of the main nervous processes, normalization of 
the cortical-subcortical relationship, as well as the restoration of the nervous trophism [41,42].  The upcoming 
activation of various parts of the motor analyzer, including spinal cord motoneurons, increases the 
biopotential of the muscles, their performance, normalizing their tone.  This is especially important with the 
weakening or complete absence of voluntary movements [43,44].  The active volition of the patient in physical 
exercises contributes to the mobilization of the reserve capacity of the body, the improvement of conditioned 
reflex activity [45,46].  For this reason, the value of therapeutic physical culture increases after discharge from 
the hospital during treatment supporting remission in outpatient settings [47.48].  In addition, at this time, 
physiotherapy exercises are an excellent means of involving patients in work processes by actively destroying 
the painful stereotype [49]. 

 
CONCLUSION 

 
 Regular performance of dosed physical exercises contributes to a serious recovery of the nervous 

system.  It was proved that the increase in afferent impulses arising on the background of physical exertion 
causes positive changes in the excitability of the cerebral cortex differentially.  In this case, short and intense 
physical stress increases the excitability of the cortex, and prolonged muscle tension leads to a decrease.  
Some exercises stimulate mainly cortical processes with the participation of the second cortical signaling 
system, while others stimulate the extrapyramidal and cortical signaling systems.  It depends not only on 
physical culture, but on the method of its application.  In any case, the restoration of body functions, disturbed 
by the pathological process, by the method of physical exercises is very effective if it is a clear system that 
provides for the conscious and active participation of the patient in the exercise process. 
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